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The authors present a very interesting and innovative study on the effects of climate
change on winter tourism in the Pyrenees and French Alps. The presented manuscript
goes one step beyond most other publications in this field, by including technical snow
in a detailed way on a larger scale. The modeling approach behind the study is cutting
edge, no further comments needed here. Several simplifications in the definition of pa-
rameters related to technical snow production, as used in this study, cannot be avoided
in such a large-scale overview analysis.

The only major critical comment I have is, that on the one hand economic analysis is ex-
cluded and adaptation options are restricted to snow-making and grooming, but on the
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other hand the authors interpret the results of the study in terms like skiing resorts be-
ing “at risk”. This kind of interpretation should be avoided, since the risk is in this case
an economic risk, which cannot be analyzed by a pure scientific-technical study, which
additionally lacks a comprehensive analysis of adaptation options. Tourist resorts have
many options to adapt to new conditions, not only snow-making and grooming. A study
like this (on snow reliability) can be very valuable for tourist resorts as background in-
formation for developing long-term strategies, but it cannot conclude about the risk the
resort is at. Therefore, the authors should rephrase the interpretation of their results
and be careful with the term “risk”. However, this is only a minor revision, since it af-
fects only the phrasing of a few sentences in the manuscript (in the abstract, section
3.2 and conclusions).

Minor comment: As the other reviewer pointed out, the term “mitigation” should be
strictly avoided in this context, since mitigation is commonly use to denote activities
that aim to avoid or minimize climate change. Technical snowmaking can rather be
called an adaptation to climate change.
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